Abstract-An essential step towards understanding how the brain orchestrates information processing at the cellular and population levels is to simultaneously observe the spiking activity of cortical neurons that mediate perception, learning, and motor processing. In this paper, we formulate an information theoretic approach to determine whether cooperation among neurons may constitute a governing mechanism of information processing when encoding external covariates. Specifically, we show that conditional independence between neuronal outputs may not provide an optimal encoding strategy when the firing probability of a neuron depends on the history of firing of other neurons connected to it. Rather, cooperation among neurons can provide a "message-passing" mechanism that preserves most of the information in the covariates under specific constraints governing their connectivity structure. Using a biologically plausible statistical learning model, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach in synergistically encoding a motor task using a subset of neurons drawn randomly from a large population. We demonstrate its superiority in approximating the joint density of the population from limited data compared to a statistically independent model and a pairwise maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ORTICAL neurons have long been hypothesized-potentially debated-to encode information about external stimuli using one of two encoding modalities: temporal coding or rate coding [1] . In temporal coding, a neuron fires an action potential-or a spike-that is almost always time locked to the external stimulus. Rate coding, on the other hand, presumes that a neuron responds to a stimulus by modulating the number of spikes it fires above or below a baseline level during a fixed time interval. In sensory systems such as visual and auditory cortices, temporal codes are more pronounced [2] - [5] , while in motor systems, rate codes seem to be predominantly present [6] - [8] .
The mapping relationship between an external stimulus and a neural response (whether it expresses a temporal code or a rate code) is typically described by the joint density . This density completely expresses the "receptive field" of a sensory neuron, or a "tuning function" of a motor neuron [9] , [10] . It has been the standard metric for measuring stimulus-driven neural response in neurophysiological experiments for many decades. Recently, correlation among neurons has emerged as another cortical response property that may be playing a role in encoding stimuli [11] - [14] . This property has naturally emerged as a result of the ability to simultaneously record the activity of an ensemble of neurons in selected brain targets while subjects carry out specific functions [15] - [18] . Not surprisingly, many important aspects of behavior-neurophysiology relationships stem from the collective behavior of many neuronal elements [19] . The major gain over sequentially recording singleneuron activity is the ability to access the joint th-order statistic of the observed neurons , thereby providing a closer examination of the response space of the underlying biological system that these neurons represent. Clearly, calculation of the true requires knowledge of all the possible system states, which is practically impossible.
In many cases, the variables exhibit variable degrees of statistical dependency [21] , [22] . Generally speaking, this statistical dependency may either result from their independent response to a common input or from some type of anatomical connectivity between the neurons, or from both [23] - [25] . To date, it is unclear whether this dependency is part of an efficient neural encoding mechanism that attempts to synergistically and cooperatively represent the stimulus in a network-wide interaction between the neuronal elements, or hinders this encoding mechanism if it were to redundantly express independent neuronal responses to that stimulus.
Numerous information theoretic measures have been proposed to address this synergy/redundancy question [13] , [26] - [31] . It has been suggested that a maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model relying on weak second-order interaction (pairwise correlation) between neurons may result in a strong cooperative network behavior [32] . This principle was argued to yield a data distribution with the "least structure" among all possible distributions that could explain the observed data. More recently, a minimum mutual information (MinMI) principle was argued to yield a lower bound on the mutual information between the stimulus and the response of any system that explains the data [27] . Besides being applied to sensory neurons in vitro, neither approach, however, has directly addressed the following fundamental questions: how stimulus-driven spiking patterns of cortical neurons represent actual information transfer through the system, and how the joint distribution can be optimally expressed using knowledge of any intrinsic structure in their underlying network connectivity.
In this paper, we propose a measure of information transfer that helps assess whether a connection-induced dependency in neural firing is part of a synergistic population code. Specifically, we propose to optimally express the conditional neural response in terms of a consistent hypergraph. We argue that the stimulus-specific network model associated with each hypergraph represents some type of "information trajectory" as it attempts to discover how stimulus information governs the way neurons signal one another. We demonstrate that this hypergraph representation yields a minimum entropy distance (MinED) between the conditional response entropy of a single experimental trial and the "true" response entropy estimated from a concatenation of many repeated trials. We also show that this approach falls under the class of MaxEnt models that seek to find the probability distribution that maximizes the entropy with respect to the known constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the theory of our framework. Section III describes the methods we used to generate the neural data. Section IV describes the results obtained. A discussion in Section V is provided about how the proposed approach relates to previous work, while Section VI summarizes our conclusion and suggestions for future work.
II. THEORY
Assume we have a population of neurons encoding stimulus that can take one out of possible values . These can be a set of discrete values of a continuous, timevarying deterministic function, or discrete-valued parameters of a latent stochastic process. For notational convenience, we will denote herein by quantities conditioned on the presence of and make the distinction clear wherever needed. The encoding dictionary is characterized by the conditional probability of the neural response given , or the likelihood , where is a matrix of population responses . Each neuron's response is expressed in terms of the spike count in a fixed length time bin that is small enough to contain a binary " " (spike) or a binary " " (no spike). In the presence of , we assume that the variables exhibit some form of stimulus-specific statistical dependency that can be characterized by the th-order marginal , where is the number of neurons involved in encoding , and can vary with variable . We seek to express the encoding dictionary as a product of all the possible th-order conditional densities . Given that a population of neurons has states, expressing the encoding dictionary by searching for the optimum product of marginals is a computationally prohibitive task. Therefore, it is highly desirable to reduce the search space by finding an optimum set of interactions between the variables for each value of the stimulus . Shannon's mutual information can be used to compute how much information about is encoded in . However, it depends on obtaining a good estimate of the noise entropy [33] , denoted , which is known to be largely varying in our case [1] . When correlation between the variables is present, multi-information [34] , also known as excess entropy [35] , can be used. It is the relative entropy of the joint density of the variables with respect to the product of their individual densities (1) where is the marginal distribution of neuron given , and represents the conditional entropy of neuron . Since the joint entropy cannot exceed the sum of marginal entropies, i.e., , the multi-information is always positive, and equality holds only when the responses are statistically independent.
A. Factoring Multi-Information
Although multi-information accounts for the presence of correlation, it does so in a global context. It is highly desirable to quantify how much of that correlation is intrinsic to independent, pairwise, triplets, or higher order interactions among neurons given a particular stimulus. To do this, the th-order connected information measure [36] , also known as co-occurrences [37] , computes the distance between the entropy of the th-order and the th-order conditional densities (2) where is the th-order conditional density and is estimated as a normalized product of marginals up to the th-order. It can be easily shown that multi-information is the sum of all th-order connected information terms
By computing the ratio of each th-order connected information to the multi-information , the contribution of each th-order correlation in the encoding dictionary can be obtained. The order of the encoding model is estimated as the maximum with significant connected information, as will be shown in Section IV.
We demonstrate the above theoretical analysis with a simple example. In Fig. 1 , we graphically represent the encoding of using a population of three neurons , and . Here we may have possible stimuli that these three neurons are encoding if is partitioned (not shown), where it may also represent different values of a single time-varying stimulus. The stimulus is encoded independently (e.g., neuron ) as well as jointly (neurons and ). Since no third-order interaction exists between the variables, the multi-information in this case is equal to the second-order connected information
, and the encoding model order for this population is as it fully characterizes the response properties using interactions limited to pairwise correlations. The latter can be also measured by the synaptic efficacy [38] . The mutual information between the response and the stimulus is shown by the intersection between the entropy of the responses and that of the stimulus in Fig. 1 , while the noise entropy is shown by the area outside .
B. Graphical Representation
Correlation between the neurons can be graphically represented using Markov random fields (MRF) [39] . Specifically, it can be represented in this graph, denoted , as an undirected link (factor) between the neurons. In such case, the encoding dictionary is expressed as (4) where denotes the set of parent neurons connected to neuron , and is a normalization factor (also known as the partition function). The edges in a Markov graph structure, or cliques [40] , express the role of second-order interactions between neurons in encoding . A Markov graph incorporating only first-order cliques assumes neurons to be conditionally independent. This probabilistic model is noncooperative because it does not consider any stimulus-induced correlation among neurons. The encoding dictionary in such case is expressed as (5) On the other hand, when second-order cliques are present, we get the Ising model from statistical physics [32] , [41] . This model becomes a MaxEnt model when the density is expressed as an exponential function of the weighted individual and pairwise responses (6) The unknowns parameters and are estimated using an iterative scaling algorithm so that the expected values of the individual responses and pairwise responses match the measurable information in the experiment [42] . This information is the mean spike count within a fixed window (i.e., firing rates) of individual neurons and their observed pairwise correlations.
C. Cooperative Model
Herein, we generalize the Markov structure to edges that can connect any number of vertices to model higher order interactions at relatively very fine time scales. Time scales below 3 ms have been shown to indicate excess synchrony typically observed between cortical neurons in vivo [8] , [50] , [51] . This yields a hypergraph in which every vertex expresses a marginal distribution and represents a cooperative model of the encoding dictionary as [52] ( 7) where is a normalization factor, and are factors defined by the set , which itself is a subset of . The subsets are the edges in the hypergraph . The power of the marginals in (7), , is defined based on the Möbius inversion property as [53] ( 8) where is the cardinality of a set. The factorization in (7) indicates that all the marginals associated with the subsets of are represented in addition to the marginals of set . Using (7), the entropy of the cooperative model can be derived from the entropy of all of its factors as (9) where the entropy represents a constant bias term resulting from the partition function. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here we have a hypergraph including four factors that represent the network structure of a population of six neurons. In this hypergraph, circles represent neurons and squares represent factors, respectively. Using (7), the encoding dictionary of the cooperative model represented by this hypergraph is factorized as where is short for , and each bracket represents factor sets of different orders. The cooperative model in this example can be further simplified to
The th-order interactions among neurons illustrated by the hypergraph are shown as ovals, representing the entropy space of each factor. Using (9), the entropy estimate of the cooperative model in Fig. 2 is expressed as
D. Minimum Entropy Distance
In a typical experiment, the stimulus is presented over multiple repeated trials to probe all the possible system states expressed by the output spike trains. The stimulus itself can be an actual information-bearing signal or the output of another neural population, as typical in the layered structure of the cortex [54] . We therefore assume that the "true" entropy of the population given is computed by concatenating a large number of repeated trials for that stimulus. Given the distribution of these data, we seek to find the optimal factorization that results in a single trial model entropy with minimum distance to the true entropy. We refer to this as the MinED algorithm. This algorithm yields a hypergraph obtained by minimizing the following objective function: (10) where is the true conditional joint entropy and is the conditional entropy estimate of the population from single trial data.
To initialize the search, we assume the least informative prior expressed by the independent model. The algorithm searches for the best th-order marginal out of all th-order marginals that minimizes the entropy distance. In each step, only th-order marginal factors are accumulated in the hypergraph. Changes to the graph structure are allowed only when the entropy distance decreases. This operation is repeated until convergence occurs. The hypergraph is saved at the end of each iteration, and then continues to higher orders. A summary of the algorithm is given below.
Initialize Graph Independent Model
For Order from to
For all nonexisting th-order edges set and not the estimates of the individual and pairwise neurons' firing rates, and , as in [32] . Although we do not have access to the true rate, we have a repertoire of network states collected over multiple repeated trials. Based on this testable information, (10) can be rewritten as (11) Based on the MaxEnt principle, is always less than or equal to , and the maximum is reached when the MinED objective function is minimized.
III. METHODS
A. Probabilistic Spiking Neurons
Pairwise MaxEnt models as in (6) , to our knowledge, have not been applied to stimulus-driven responses of large sized networks of cortical neurons observed in vivo. There are multiple reports in the literature suggesting that these models are only suitable for neural systems that are small in size ( 10-20 cells) and operate below a crossover point of the model's predictive power [55] . To gain some insight on whether this is the case, we sought here to simulate an encoding model with the following features.
1) A relatively large size spiking network model to test the generalization capability of the MinED algorithm to larger systems and contrast it to MaxEnt models that perform well in small size systems. 2) Testable information limited to a small subpopulation of the entire simulated network model so that the true probability distribution can be faithfully approximated across many experiments and to mimic realistic neural yields in typical neural recording experiments (second edition of [18] ). 3) Spike trains as input to the network (i.e., discrete binary representation) rather than continuous inputs (e.g., natural scene stimuli or current injection typically used in in vitro experiments). 4) Biologically plausible statistical learning rule that optimizes the system's experience with the stimulus by varying the network structure over multiple repeated trials. 5) Response statistics of the population similar to those observed experimentally. We simulated a motor task in which a population of neurons (166 neurons) encoded a 2-D arm trajectory of a subject reaching from a center position to one of eight peripheral targets [7] . We used an inhomogeneous Poisson generalized linear model (GLM) to simulate the spike train data for two interconnected layers of neurons. This model has been shown to fit the firing pattern of motor cortical neurons under a variety of motor tasks [56] , [57] . In this model, the firing probability of each neuron at time is expressed by the conditional mean intensity function , where describes the tuning to movement parameters (i.e., the stimulus), and denotes the spiking history of neuron (to account for refractory effects) and that of other neurons connected to it up to time [58] , [59] ( 12) where is the background rate of neuron that represents membrane voltage fluctuations and (13) where is the set of (input) neurons affecting the firing of (output) neuron is the number of history time bins that relate the firing probability of neuron to activity from parent neuron is the state of neuron in bin (takes the value of or ), and is the bin width. The parameter models the coupling between neuron and neuron as [60] if if (14) where is the strength of the coupling and can be positive or negative depending on whether the connection is excitatory or inhibitory, and is the synaptic latency (in bins) associated with that connection.
Our model consisted of a two-layer network as depicted in Fig. 3(a) . The input layer (66 neurons) was noncooperative, meaning that the term was absent from the model (12) for these 66 neurons. For this layer, neurons were tuned to two movement parameters: direction and endpoint through as (15) where and are the weights assigned to the cosine and endpoint tuning terms, respectively, is the movement speed (kept constant) to be reached after seconds, is the movement direction, is the neuron's preferred direction [7] , and are the -and -components of the intended target endpoint, respectively, while and are the -and -components of the preferred endpoint of neuron , respectively. The parameters and control the direction and endpoint tuning widths, respectively. Based on these settings, neural responses would appear to be correlated due to the overlap between the tuning characteristics, and not due to actual interaction among themselves. In our model, neurons 1-40 were each cosine-tuned to a uniformly distributed preferred direction between 180 and 180 as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Neurons 31-66 were each tuned to a preferred endpoint in a 2-D space divided into a 6 6 grid. The center of each cell in the grid was considered as the endpoint as shown in Fig. 3(c) . Accordingly, ten neurons (neurons indexed 31-40) were tuned to both direction and endpoint. This mimicked the heterogeneous tuning characteristics frequently observed in motor cortex neurons recording experiments [61] , [62] . The cooperative layer (100 neurons), on the other hand, followed the model (12) with the term . Initially, these neurons did not have any tuning preferences and were fully interconnected among themselves with fixed weights, with 80 excitatory neurons and 20 inhibitory neurons similar to the 4 : 1 ratio typically observed in cortex [63] . For this layer, was expressed as (16) where and are the parent sets of neuron from the noncooperative and cooperative layers, respectively, while and model the connections from noncooperative layer and cooperative layer neurons, respectively, as expressed in (14) . Thus, the encoding of these neurons of movement parameters resulted from the random connections to subpopulations in the noncooperative layer. Specifically, each cooperative layer neuron received excitatory connections from four randomly selected noncooperative layer neurons. The synaptic latency of the connections from the noncooperative layer neurons was randomly selected from a uniform distribution between 1 and 3 bins, while for the cooperative layer connections, was set to 1 bin. Table I lists the values of the parameters used in (14)- (16).
B. Task Learning
We used a biologically plausible statistical learning rule to optimize the system experience with the task. This rule was governed by a spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) mechanism, known to underlie synaptic plasticity in vitro [66] and is widely believed to underlie cortical plasticity in vivo [65] - [67] . Under this mechanism, the connection strength between any given pair of interconnected neurons in the cooperative layer was allowed to naturally change if the pair was "functionally correlated." Two neurons in the cooperative layer were considered functionally correlated if they received connections from the same noncooperative layer neuron with different synaptic latencies or from more than one noncooperative layer neuron with overlapped tuning. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) by cooperative layer neurons C and D. More precisely, only the connection from neuron C to neuron D is expected to be strengthened as a result of learning, while all other connections are expected to be weakened if no overlap exists between the tuning of neurons A and B. More details about this learning rule are reported elsewhere [66] , [68] .
The model was trained with 1000 trials (trajectories) per target where the duration of each trial was 2 s: 1 s to reach the target and 1 s to return back to the center position. Trajectory data were collected from the 2-D arm movement of a human operator performing the task. Excitatory connections between cooperative layer neurons were the only connections allowed to change as a result of learning. Fig. 4(b) shows sample trajectories used during task learning. Every 2 s, one of the 1000 trajectories was randomly selected from which the movement direction, movement speed, and endpoint were extracted. These movement features were then used to modulate the firing of noncooperative layer neurons according to (15) . Fig. 4(c) shows sample spike raster plots obtained in one trial for two adjacent targets 1 and 8 after the training phase. It can be seen that noncooperative layer neurons exhibit clear task-dependent response modulation consistent with their tuning characteristics. In contrast, cooperative layer neurons do not exhibit noticeable modulation of their firing rates but significant synchrony seems to be present. Fig. 5(a) shows the average change in connection strength for both functionally correlated and uncorrelated neurons during the learning phase. As can be seen, the strength of the connections between functionally correlated neurons increases above the initial strength , while those of uncorrelated neurons decrease substantially over multiple training sessions. Fig. 5(b) shows the connectivity matrices of cooperative layer neurons before and after learning. Sparse connectivity is apparent, indicating that the learning phase consolidated the task information in a relatively small number of connections.
An example of the statistics of input and output spike trains for sample neurons during the reach portion of the trial is shown in Fig. 6 . Cooperative layer neuron "103" receives input from neurons "8," "13," "24" (direction tuned), and "54" (endpoint tuned). As can be seen in Fig. 6(f) , neuron "103" modulated its firing significantly when the movement was to targets "5" or "8" as depicted by the 10-ms bin poststimulus time histograms (PSTHs) averaged across 1000 trials/target. On the other hand, for these two targets, two out of the four input neurons modulated their firing significantly (neurons "8" and "13" for target "5" and neurons "24" and "54" for target "8") as shown in Fig. 6(b) -(e). Because target "5" was independently encoded by neurons "8" and "13" and excited neuron "103," the response modulation of neuron "103" to target "5" was much stronger than its response modulation to targets "4" and "6" combined. The latter targets were independently encoded (with similar strength) by the same two neurons "8" and "13," respectively. A similar observation can be made to the response modulation of neuron "103" to target "8" and that of its response to targets "1" and "7" relative to neurons "24" and "54," respectively.
To assess whether the correlation observed between cooperative layer neurons is an actual indicator of stimulus-driven interaction, we created a version of the data in which each spike was randomly jittered around its position over a uniform range of [ 9, 9] ms. This kept the firing rate of each neuron the same (i.e., similar individual response to the common input) but destroys the time-dependent correlation in the patterns, thereby making neurons appear to fire independently. For a representative population of ten cooperative layer neurons (neurons "99" to "108"), Fig. 7(a) shows the probability of the number of neurons firing within a 10-ms window for both the actual data and the jittered data. As can be seen, the probability of two or more neurons firing within a 10-ms window for the jittered data becomes smaller than that for the actual data indicating that the temporal coordination among the neurons is important to maintain the spatio-temporal pattern with higher order interactions and is destroyed by jittering. Fig. 7(b) shows the number of times each specific pattern of firing occurred in the jittered data versus the actual data. Each point in the figure represents one out of the 1024 possible patterns. The graph indicates that jittering the spike trains decreased the rate of occurrence of most of the patterns compared to the actual data. This confirms the observation in Fig. 7 (a) that higher order correlation in the data is more than what can be obtained from neurons acting independently.
IV. RESULTS
A. Order of the Encoding Model
After the motor task was learned, no more changes in the connection strengths were permitted and the obtained network topology was kept fixed for the rest of the analysis. One thousand trajectories per target were subsequently presented to the network and the corresponding spike trains were obtained. Fig. 8(a) shows sample trial data from target 1, obtained from the cooperative layer neurons. Target-specific trials were then concatenated into a single response matrix . To estimate the true entropy, the joint density was calculated as the rate of occurrence of distinct patterns. Fig. 8(b) shows a sample pattern from a subpopulation of ten neurons indicated by the box in Fig. 8(a) . The order of the encoding model was estimated by determining how much information is intrinsic to each order of interactions. This was done by estimating the th-order connected information in (2) and comparing it to the multi-information in (1). For a subpopulation size of ten neurons, the second-, third-, and fourth-order connected information is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the th-order connected information for is negligible, indicating that information in the model was intrinsic to independent, pairwise, and triplet interactions among neurons, but no significant higher order interactions beyond were contributing to the encoding model.
B. Model Consistency
The above analysis was repeated and the underlying network model was inferred for each of the eight targets using the MinED algorithm. Fig. 10(a) and (b) illustrates two hypergraphs inferred for sample adjacent targets 1 and 8 for which the spike train data from a sample trial was shown in Fig. 4(c) . It can be seen that a considerable number of second-order interactions exists, confirming the results reported in the literature using in vitro data [32] . Furthermore, a considerable portion of thirdorder interactions is present. Both account for more than 99.9% of the multi-information in the population activity.
To verify that the observed factors are reminiscent of stimulus-dependent higher order interactions, we computed cross correlograms between sample pairwise neurons that were found to have factors in the hypergraphs. Features in the correlograms can be used to determine if serial excitatory or inhibitory synaptic interaction exist between biological neurons [23] , [25] . Fig. 10(c) and (d) shows sample cross correlograms for neuron pair ("9," "10") with a bin size of 9 ms computed from target "1" and target "8" trials, respectively. A single bin central peak at zero lag occurs in the cross correlogram for target "1" indicating a serial excitatory interaction. This is not observed between the two neurons for target "8" data and perfectly agrees with the absence of a factor between the two neurons in the hypergraphs in Fig. 10(a) and (b) . It is also noteworthy that the MinED algorithm extracted many additional pairwise factors that were not detected by the cross-correlogram method. Fig. 11 illustrates the model goodness of fit for the independent, MaxEnt, and MinED cooperative models. Further departure from the reference line (solid) would indicate the data from the two models were generated from increasingly distinct distributions. According to Fig. 11 , the MinED model is the closest to the reference line, further demonstrating its superiority in capturing the intrinsic higher order interactions between the neurons. This is further demonstrated using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance between the true and estimated densities displayed in Fig. 12 for each of the eight targets.
To demonstrate the consistency of the MinED cooperative model as a function of the population size, Fig. 13 shows the average normalized KL distance for the different models as a function of the observed population size. The error for the cooperative model remains bounded as the number of neurons increases compared to a larger error for the independent and pairwise MaxEnt models. One possible explanation of this result is that the probability of observing neurons with significant overlaps in their tuning characteristics increases as the population size increases. This means that the output correlation becomes dominated by the input correlation rather than local interaction between cooperative layer neurons. In such case, the MaxEnt and independent models tend to exhibit some redundancy in their encoding characteristics.
V. DISCUSSION
In the above analysis, we have mainly focused on the development of the algorithm and therefore restricted our analysis to spike train data from statistical point process models of cortical neurons. These models generate neural responses that share a number of features with experimental data. From a stimulus coding perspective, it has been shown that motor cortical neurons can simultaneously encode multiple parameters (e.g., direction and endpoint [61] ), reflecting the complex anatomical and functional organization of the cortical neural circuitry. Our model also made use of the widely accepted notion that synaptic modification plays an important role in learning and memory formation [9] . For these reasons, we believe that our encoding model mimics to some extent a biological "information transform" that may be taking place in an actual spiking neural system. Our model, however, did not include many important elements that are known to guide motor behavior such as visual and proprioceptive feedback about arm position in 3D space. We have chosen to simulate a task (the center out reach task) that minimally relies on this feedback mechanism to guide reach movements (as opposed to, for example, encoding a task with freely moving target which would require continuous adaptation of motor commands).
We also found a strong agreement between the statistics of our encoding model data and related models that have been applied to in vitro collected data. Specifically, we found that second-order interaction seem to be predominantly present, a result observed by a multitude of studies (e.g., [11] , [13] , [32] , [42] , and [43] ).
Pairwise MaxEnt models similar to (6) have been shown to faithfully explain the collective stimulus-driven network behavior of 50-100 retinal Ganglion cells (RGCs) in isolated slices in vitro [32] , [41] - [44] . These neurons have well-characterized receptive fields, typically exhibit low firing rates, and the MaxEnt model was shown to capture 98% of the multi-information under stimulus presence [41] while only accounts for 88% of the multi-information in spontaneous network activity [43]. We also found that our biological learning rule results in network connectivity that is relatively sparse, in agreement with some recent experimental results during direct activation of biological cortical networks [70] . The functional and anatomical organization of cortical neural networks observed in vivo, however, is significantly different from that of networks cobserved in vitro. Cortical neurons exhibit very heterogeneous firing patterns [45] and are believed to encode stimuli in a more complex fashion than sensory neurons (such as RGCs) observed in vitro [46] , [47] . These neurons receive inputs from many cortical and subcortical areas and generate outputs through numerous feedback loops with optimal error-correcting capabilities that are known to play a very important role in mediating attention and in optimizing the subject's experience with the stimulus over multiple repeated trials. Therefore, their underlying complex structure results in interaction patterns that may have much longer spatial and temporal ] is considerably lower than the number of second-order factors, it constitutes a significant portion of the multi information. (c) and (d) Cross correlograms for neurons "9" and "10" with a bin size of 9 ms for target "1" and target "8," respectively. A significant peak occurs in the cross correlogram for target "1" indicating an excitatory interaction between the pair that is not observed for target "8." dependence, yielding sequence lengths that are highly nonstationary.
As our results demonstrated, the MinED approach is superior to the pairwise MaxEnt model in inferring the underlying model structure, particularly for relatively large size systems. The pairwise MaxEnt model finds the optimal network structure that maximizes entropy with respect to the testable information (i.e., known constraints such as observed firing rate and pairwise correlation). This limits its application to small sized networks in which the true distribution can be measured with a high degree of accuracy. Our MinED approach, on the other hand, was developed to optimally explain single trial data with knowledge of network states from a concatenation of a large number of trials.
This has the advantage of capturing information about transition between specific sequences of network states, a feature not accounted for by the pairwise MaxEnt model. We therefore expect that the MinED approach will yield superior performance in quantifying spatio-temporal patterns of activity that are frequently observed in cortical systems in vivo. Full analysis of real experimental neural data with our proposed approach is currently underway.
VI. CONCLUSION
As tools for large-scale recording of neural activity in the brain continue to excel, some challenging questions about the nature of the brain's complex information processing naturally arise. Information theory is increasingly becoming popular to address many of these questions. In this work, we mainly addressed the problem of actual information transfer through a system of spiking cortical neurons that may provide a near-optimal mechanism for encoding external stimuli in single trial experiments.
Generally speaking, limited data constitute a significant challenge, particularly for large populations, because the dimension of the response space grows exponentially with the number of neurons. In such a case, an infinite amount of data would be needed to completely characterize the joint distribution. The density estimates can be severely biased when only limited data are available. Our approach therefore attempts to circumvent this problem by finding the graphical model that explains single trial data and can be simultaneously extrapolated to account for unlimited data size, if available. Using factor graphs, we have demonstrated that a network model can best fit single trial data when connectivity is constrained by information available from the concatenation of multiple repeated trials.
Using a model of motor encoding, we demonstrated that task information can be transformed from a noncooperative network output with independent firing to a cooperative network interaction using an STDP learning rule. This biologically plausible mechanism accounts for the ordered set of event occurrences and therefore captures temporal correlations between neuronal states that are caused by delayed synaptic interactions between neurons. Our analysis has revealed that a substantial amount of information in the model is represented in second-order interactions and is efficiently represented by cliques in the graph structures, confirming the results obtained by other groups. However, our results also demonstrate that third-order interactions are present and contribute significantly to the multi-information. In addition, spatial interaction patterns between neurons have emerged as a result of task learning. These results were not surprising, given the model's dependence on the variable-length history of interaction that contributed to the emergence of specific temporal patterns of network states.
We believe this framework can be extremely useful in improving our understanding of brain circuits, and in developing efficient decoders for brain machine interface applications [71] . Despite our focus on spiking neural data analysis, the framework is applicable to many other fields, for example, in gene regulatory networks where the collective role of multiple genes needs to be assessed to characterize an observed phenotype. It can also be useful in the development of sensor network coding strategies in which sensors optimally cooperate to encode signals from the surrounding to optimize their limited resources. In some sense, one can argue that natural brain encoding mechanisms can be extremely insightful in the design of efficient network codes.
